PARENT
CUE
The Parent CUE helps a parent
and student connect through
dialog or shared experiences,
and gives the student pastor
a way to encourage and cue
parents to talk about spiritual
topics with their teens as well.
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PARENT CUE
OUT OF THIS WORLD

WE’RE TEACHING THIS
Have you ever been part of two very different groups? Maybe
you go to a different school or you’re in different classes than
the people in your neighborhood. So you’re a part of both
groups. Or maybe you play on a different sports team than
all of your friends. So after practice you hang out with the
team but on the weekends, you hang out with completely
different people. When that happens, we feel like we’re from
one world and living in another. We’re torn. And if we’re
honest, sometimes going to church or being a Christian can
make us feel that way too. We go to church and what we hear
makes sense. We see people living out their faith and it looks
perfectly normal, maybe even fun. But what looks good on

Sunday doesn’t always feel comfortable on Monday. Back in
the everyday world, living as followers of Jesus can make
us feel like we’re from another planet. But does it have to
be that way? And what does it look like to live for God in a
culture that doesn’t necessarily think the same way? Believe
it or not, these aren’t 21st century questions. Long ago, the
Apostle Paul wrote a letter to the church at Philippi as they
figured out how to navigate their faith and culture at the
same time. As we spend the next few weeks talking about
what he said, we may find that Paul’s advice to the Philippians
is just as relevant for us as we learn to manage the tension
and live in a way that is out of this world.

THINK ABOUT THIS
One of the hardest things about parenting a middle or high
school student is figuring out rules and consequences at this
phase of life. It can seem like every family on your street
and every mom in the carpool line has a different opinion
on what matters most and what the rules should be for a
student at this age. So over and over you find yourself faceto-face with your own son or daughter explaining why they
can’t go to the same places, see the same movies, or stay
out as late as their friends parents allow. It’s frustrating for
sure, but more than that, it can be difficult finding the right
words to talk with your kid about the boundaries your family
chooses to set and why they may look different from others
around them.
In a video clip from ChurchLeaders.com, pastor Andy Stanley
talks to parents in his church about this very issue of how

to communicate boundaries to preteens and teenagers. And
while he mentions early on that his audience is parents of
middle schoolers, the topics that he addresses can be helpful
to parents at any phase of adolescence. We’d love for you to
take some time to watch the entire video here:

http://www.churchleaders.com/youth/youth-leadersvideos/251006-andy-stanley-middle-school-parenting.
html
But if you only have a few minutes, here are the starting
points of a few key conversations that nearly every parent
faces with their son or daughter.
• Sex (begins at 1:01)
• Technology: (begins at 4:48)
• Freedom and Independence (begins at 9:14)
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TRY THIS
Nearly everything works better when you have a plan in place. That’s true at work. It’s true with finances. And it’s also true
with parenting. Having a plan that everyone knows about and agrees to can go a long way in alleviating the natural tension
that comes with setting boundaries.
One strain that nearly every family feels centers on technology—specifically, cell phones. What should the rules be with
a new phone? Should there be total freedom? What about when they go over the data limits or (gasp) are downloading
things they shouldn’t?

Try using the following contract as a guide for creating your own plan and having a conversation with your
son or daughter about phone rules.
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CELL PHONE
AGREEMENT
For you to have zero restrictions on your cell phone by the time you leave the house.
We believe you are ready for some access to a phone and we want you to gain
more freedom over time by making wise choices. To help you make those
choices, let’s agree that…
Your phone will charge in

from

to

.

For now, what you do on your phone is not private. To help you make wise decisions we will
have access to:

You will not clear your Internet history.
You will not attempt to delete or hide evidence of poor choices (including text messages,
downloads, etc).
You will not

while driving.

You are not responsible for what you receive. If you receive an inappropriate message from
someone on your phone, you should tell us immediately so we can decide together what
to do next.
Before purchasing an app or anything else on your phone, you must

It is your responsibility to stay within the texting, calling, and data usage limits of our monthly
cell phone plan. If you keep this agreement, you will gain freedom and lose restrictions in time.
If you do not keep this agreement, you will be responsible for paying any fees that may result
from going over your data limit.
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